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 Electricity demand is growing at 8% a year

 Demand for desalinated water is increasing at a similar pace

 Fast-growing economies and populations amid very high 
energy consumption 



 GCC residents lead the world in consumption of natural 
resources. The United Arab Emirates is No. 1. Qatar is No. 2. 
Kuwait is No. 5.

 The GCC has just 0.6 percent of the world’s population but 
produces around 2.4 percent of global emissions

Source: Global Footprint Network, 2009



 GCC power generation must be increased by 60,000 MW by 2015
 Cost: near $50 billion
 This is nearly 80% of currently installed capacity 



 The GCC holds 40% of global oil reserves and 23% of natural gas.
 But -- the chief feedstock for electricity generation, natural gas, is in 

short supply. Only Qatar has enough.



Conservation is necessary because:

 Governments want to reduce energy consumption, while 
maximising economic returns from exports

 (OR minimise the opportunity cost of consuming fuels )

 Governments want to rein in some of the world’s highest 
per-capita emissions of greenhouse gases (external focus) 



 Six-year economic boom (Dubai quadruples size and doubles 
population)

 Cities built on “cheap energy” model that exacerbates 
consumption

 The big one: Autocratic rentier regimes that trade subsidies 
for political support



 Governments underprice gas (utilities) and electricity 
(consumers)

 Electricity is sold at a tenth of US prices, even given away for 
free in Qatar. Therefore it is squandered. 

 Gas underpricing has encouraged inefficient consumption, 
while undercutting upstream investment incentives (the 
“cheap energy” model)

 Gas price in Saudi Arabia is set by the government at 75 US 
cents to per million BTUs, a fraction of the U.S. benchmark

 Domestic gas prices of at least $5 per m/BTU are needed to 
spur exploration and production



 Gulf governments are looking for new sources of gas

 Alternative fuels: coal, nuclear, and renewables



 Public campaigns urge voluntary conservation
 Not a priority among most residents





 Higher prices are key, but raising them is tough

 Energy is a ‘right of citizenship’

 Done wrong, could threaten stability

 Patronage system under strain from population 
growth, political opposition in Saudi and Bahrain

 Saudi cut gasoline prices in 2006 to fight inflation

 Kuwait parliament opposes cuts to handouts

 More regime autonomy in UAE and Qatar

 Price bands for above-average consumption



 Households 53% of Saudi energy use (57% UAE eco-footprint)

 State-backed building retrofits

 Mandate conservation inside the bureaucracy

 Caveat: Requires an energy price



 Find applications for solar energy. Chillers using 
heat exchange technology can run on solar energy. 



 Encourage dense low-rise development, traditional design
 Mandate LEED green building standards or equivalent
 Enforce standards through permits and mortgages
 Caveat: No effect on current structures



 Grey water reuse. Small-scale wastewater treatment

 Vertical farming. Phase out high-water-demand crops

 Desert gardens with local plants

Sand golf, anyone?



 Add carbon footprint and conservation to state curricula 

 Mandate green appliance standards in sole agency laws

 Effects take years. Political opposition from license holders



 State-backed retrofits

 Mainstreaming

 Incremental increases to energy price

 May require alternate subsidy

 My policy brief: www.dsg.org




